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It is very difficult to proofread big electronic texts because it takes a lot of time and efforts to 

proofread text carefully. Such necessary conditions as rewriting unclear sentences, correcting 

grammatical, punctuation, spelling mistakes, formatting citations, footnotes, references etc. 

may be an obstacle on the way to correctly outputted texts in the short terms. 

  

To proofread Belarusian texts there are several on-line services, for example on corpus.by web-

portal. For Belarusian, we could use Character Frequency Counter, which allows finding 

mistakes in usage of Cyrillic and Latin letters and punctuation. Then, we could check texts with 

Short U Spell Checker, which shows mistakes in usage of letter ў. At the end, we could use 

Spell Checker, which find unknown words. However, the Belarusian language need special 

tool and technics that will cover all language formalism in the point of view proofreading.  

 

To find the way and tools for semi-automatic search mistakes in electronic Belarusian big texts, 

we collected the special corpus of medical domain texts. The text corpus was created by getting 

news from the website of medical organization. The corpus contains around 270 texts regarding 

medical sphere with correctly marked foreign characters and punctuation marks, cites and 

contextual disambiguation.  

  

In current project, we proposed exactly number of steps using NooJ approch for text 

proofreading that saves time and energy of editors. Steps cover alphabet checking, foreign 

characters marking, words location in different dictionaries and other linguistic phenomena, 

which are not solved in usual Belarusian and other proofreading systems. 
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